YOU HAVE OPTIONS
No matter the size of your system or deployment of SCADA, Honeywell delivers flexible and scalable options that are right for you.

- On- or off-premises combinations
- Subscription-based
- Application-specific by industry
- High-availability options
- Entire suite of solutions available

EXPERIENCE AND VISION
Honeywell invents and manufactures technologies that address some of the world’s most critical challenges.

- Transforming data into wisdom
- Over 4,000 skids, 3,000 terminals, and 400 pipeline projects delivered to date
- Delivering the best global resources locally

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY AND AGILITY
Simplify your operations with a solution that brings you business agility and increased operational efficiency.

- Latest software and features
- Cyber secure access and collaboration anywhere
- Less on-site support and skills maintenance needed
- Lower cost of entry: OPEX potential
- Regulatory compliance
- Lower lifecycle cost

CONTACT US

For more information
www.hwll.co/elevate

EXPERION® ELEVATE
Technology elevated to the Cloud, grounded by Honeywell expertise.

BENEFITS
SCADA delivered as a service greatly reduces on-premises physical footprint, hardware, software, and maintenance.

- PREDICTABLE COSTS
- CONTINUAL SUPPORT
- EASY UPGRADES
- EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION

THE FUTURE IS WHAT WE MAKE IT